ABSTRACT. Suppose that a bounded function m satisfies a localized multiplier condition sup(>0 ||^"n(tp-)llM" < °°, f°r some bump function <p. We show that under mild smoothness assumptions m is a Fourier multiplier in Lp. The approach uses the sharp maximal operator and Littlewood-Paleytheory. The method gives new results for lacunary maximal functions and for multipliers in Triebel-Lizorkin-spaces.
Introduction.
Given a bounded function m the associated multiplier transformation Tm is defined by [Tm/]A(£) = m(£)/A(0, / e ^(Rn).
Here S? denotes the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing C°°-functions and 9~f = /A the Fourier transform, m is called a Fourier multiplier in LP(R") if Tm extends to a bounded operator in Lp(Rn); the multiplier norm ||m||M" equals the operator norm of Tm.
Suppose that <j> is a radial C^-function with compact support in Rq = R" \ {0} 'and suppose that (!) IHI> =sup||</)m(<-)||Mp < oo.
" t>0
The purpose of this paper is to find easily verified conditions that (1) implies m E Mp. The condition ||m|| ^ < oo is satisfied if and only if m is a Fourier multiplier on the class of homogeneous Besov-spaces B£ (see Peetre [14, p. 132] ). In fact the space Mv can be characterized by JKV; a theorem of Johnson [10] states that m e Mp if and only if m(-+ y) G J£p for every y €E R™. However, a straightforward verification of this condition seems to be impossible for many singular convolution operators.
In some applications it is useful to replace the ordinary dilations x i-» tx by anisotropic ones: x >-> tpx = exp(Plog£)z, where P is a real n xn-matrix with trace v, the real parts of the eigenvalues being contained in (oo, a0), ao > 0. Then we ask, under which conditions supt>0 ||0to(£p-)IIm" < oo implies m € Mp. Throughout this paper <j> will always be chosen as in the following DEFINITION. <j> e C0X(R'S) satisfies a Tauber condition with respect to the dilations (tp) if for every x ^ 0 there is a tx such that (j)(tPx) ^ 0.
Sometimes we need special bump functions of the following kind: Let p e C°°(Ro) be a P-homogeneous distance function; this means that p(tpx) = tp(x), x G R", t > 0 and p(x) > 0, x ^ 0. Then we set 0 = <f>0 o p, where (2) <p0eC0x(R+), supple (^,2), ^^o(2fcs) = 1' alls>0-
We note that every P-homogeneous distance function satisfies a triangle inequality p(x + y) < b[p(x) + p(y)], for some b > 1.
It is easily seen that the condition supt>0 ||0m(ip)||Mp < 00 is independent of the special choice of 4>. In fact, assume that <p, <j) are chosen as in the definition. By a compactness argument, there are so, • •., sjv > 0 such that J2i=i ^2(six) > 0 for all x G supp0. Since MXMV c Mp, we have
\A*' J Mp S>°W e are most interested in the cases 1 < p < 00. For p = 1 a satisfactory result is the Hormander multiplier criterion [9] . Here the condition supt>0 ||<?!>ra(£p-)||Mi < °°i s replaced by the somewhat stronger assumption
t>0./|x|>w (3) implies that Tm is of weak type (1,1) and m G Mp, 1 < p < 00. The usual assumption sup \\<j)m(tp■)||^2 < 00, a > n/2, t>o (J2?2 denoting the Bessel-potential space as in Stein [18] ) implies (3) for some B, if e < a -n/2.
We use the following notations: J?o denotes the subspace of Schwartz functions whose Fourier transforms are compactly supported in Rg. A/j is the difference operator, Ahf = /(• + h) -/(•). The Lipschitz space A£ is normed by H/IIa. = ll/lloc + sup IhriAfc/IU if 0 < e < 1.
By |S| we denote the Lebesgue measure of a set S. The barred integral fs f denotes the mean value |S|_1 /s f(y) dy. c will be a general constant with different values in different occurrences.
1. Main result. REMARK. Of course, condition (ii) alone implies m G Mp, 1 < p < oo, with multiplier norm < cP, which may however be much larger than the constant in the theorem. This constant is actually sharp; it cannot be replaced by A[\og(2 + B/A)]1 with 7 < 11/p -1/2|. This can be seen by a well-known counterexample of Littman, McCarthy, Riviere [12] , modified in Triebel's monograph [19] . Choose <j) as in (2) and vectors Ok, satisfying p(erfc) = (2b)k. Define On the other hand, the discussion in [19, p. 125] shows that ||mjv||Mp > Cp7V"y'p'.
The counterexample shows that the condition (1) alone does not imply m G Mp. In the following corollaries we shall see that this is valid under weak smoothness assumptions on m. The proof of Theorem 1 is given in §2. ||PQ(0m,(sF-))ll2
<c2'lQl(/l,_1+^)-Now we apply Theorem 1 and obtain
IHIIm^c^-^i^-i+a,), i>l
Analogously ||mo||Mp < cAq, and the assertion follows by summation.
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that supt>0 \\<{>m(tp-)\\Mp < oo, for some pG (l,oo). The basic fact about /# is PROPOSITION. Assume that 1 < p < oo, 1 < po < P and f G Lp°(Rn,P). // f* G Lp(Rn), then J?f G Lp(Rn) and \\Jtf\\p < c\\f*\\p.
The proof is an adaptation of the proof given by Fefferman and Stein [8] in the more general setting of homogeneous spaces (see [15] ). Another tool needed in the proof is Littlewood-Paley theory [18, 13] . Let <f> G Co°(Ro) and r)k = -1[^(2-*/>-)]. 9(f) = (Zkez \Vk * /|2)1/2-Then ||ff(/)||" < c\\f\\p, 1< p < oo.
We will choose <j> = $o°P as in (1). Then we also have ||/||p < c||c/(/)||p, 1 < p < oo. Let </> G Cq°(Ro) be equal to 1 on supp^. Then we associate to <f> in the same way the functions fjk and <?(/)■ 2.2. Proof of the theorem. By duality we may assume 2 < p < oo. We associate to T = Tm a vector-valued operator T, defined by [Tf]k = Vk * Tf. We will show that (4) \\ ( We show (10) ||^2(P)||oo<cyl||P|Uoo( (2) and (9) follows by interpolation.
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We need a further splitting of ct2 . Denote by Rx the ball with same center as Qx and radPx = 2bradQx. For a function H we denote by RXH multiplication with the indicator function of Rx; similarly define RXH for the complement Rx. We have the majorization o2(H, Ek(x,y,z)= f 2kv\Kk(2kP'(y -w)) -Kk(2kP'(z -w))\dw, it happens that (11) Ek(x,y,z) < cBmm{2-^k+l{x)),2ao{k+l^}, whenever y,z €E Qx.
Summing a geometrical series we obtain
v.*e«* \{k+l{x){>N J < cPmax{2-£Af,2-a°;v}||P||Loo((oc) < c4||P||Loo(;oo) < CVt||P||/,oo(;2). Suppose that for some p, 1 < p < 2n/(n + 1), sup||r/>m0°<p||Mp < oo.
Then mo ° p G MT, p < r < 2.
PROOF. The smoothness assumption of Corollary 2, (ii) is satisfied, since the necessary conditions for quasiradial multipliers [17] imply sup||0orao(<-)|l p' ^csupl^mooipIlM «>o "' t>o a = (n-l)(l/p -1/2). Here 0O G C0X(R+) and B^p(R) is the standard Besov space defined in [19] . Now Pg'p C A£ if 0 < e < a -1/p' and a -l/p' > 0 if p < 2n/(n + 1). The assertion follows from Corollary 2 and the elementary inequality ||0o o pm0 o tp\\As(Rn) < c\\(pomo(t-)\\As(R). □
The following criterion for quasiradial multipliers is proved in [16] . The condition sup(>0 \\(pm o (/9||mp < oo can be verified following Stein's treatment of the Bochner-Riesz multiplier [7, 16] . The approach via Corollary 2 considerably simplifies the proof of Corollary 4 in [16] . It avoids also the weighted norm inequality in Christ's proof of (essentially) the same result (see [3] ).
3.3. Lacunary maximal operators. Given a multiplier m, we define for / G 5" (i) Ifp > 2, then \\T^f\\r < cr||/||r, 2 < r < p.
(ii) //p < 2, and supt>0 ||4>m(*F-)lk < oo, then \\Tmf\\r < c\\f\\r, p < r < 2.
The proof follows by interpolation. Note that (i) is already contained in [4] . REMARK. In many cases, the decay condition at the origin is not valid, but m is smooth near £ = 0. Then one may split m = mo + mi, where mo is compactly supported and smooth and equals m near the origin. TmQf is majorized by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function ^'f', and T^ can be handled by the above corollaries. For example we can deduce the following result of Duoandikoetxea and Rubio de Francia [6] (which, however, does not require the full strength of Theorem
1.1):
Let p be a compactly supported measure satisfying pA(£) < c(l + |£|)~6, sup \[ f(x-2kP'y)dp(y) < c||/||p, 1< p < oo. Thenm is a Fourier multiplier in Fpq (P), |l/g-l/2| < |l/p-l/2|, and \\m\\ # < cA\\og(2 + B/A)}\l/p-llq\.
PROOF. By duality, we may assume p > q. It suffices to consider the case q = p'; the remaining cases follow by interpolation. The proof is a repetition of the arguments needed for Theorem 1, so we omit the details. The operators S, o\, a2 are defined as in (5), (6) , (7) but now with (£ \xk(x,y)\p')1/p' < 1-Then IMP)IIp < cNW'-V'WFhw, \\o2(H)\\p < c\\A\\LP{lpl). If m is a multiplier on the homogeneous Besov space FPP(P), then it is also a multiplier on Fr9(P), p < r,s < p'.
It is an interesting problem whether the hypothesis of Corollary 7 implies m G jt2s(P) for some |l/s -1/2| > |l/p -1/2|.
During the preparation of this paper the author was informed by A. Carbery, that he also established some of the results of this paper (see [2] ), using another approach. In particular he found Corollaries 2 and 6, as well as some weak-type estimates in the endpoint cases.
